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Dr. James F. Reilly 
Director, US Geological Survey 
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive 
Reston, VA 20192 
 
Dear Dr Reilly: 
 
We provide the attached letter report by the National Earthquake Prediction Evaluation Council 
(NEPEC) in response to questions posed to the Council by the Earthquake Hazards Program. 
 
This report follows a video conference by the Council on September 11, 2020, in which we 
received informative briefings on ongoing efforts at the Earthquake Hazards Program related to 
earthquake probability assessments and operational earthquake forecasting. We also had a 
discussion with the California State Geologist and California Earthquake Prediction Evaluation 
Council (CEPEC) Chair Steve Bohlen and representatives from the California Office of 
Emergency Services (Cal OES).  Here, we address a number of related topics based on these 
discussions and this letter includes contributions by all of the Council members. 
 
If you have any comments or questions about these recommendations, or other issues that fall 
under the purview of the NEPEC, please feel free to contact me directly or through the 
Earthquake Hazards Program office. 
 
Sincerely, 
  

 
Roland Bürgmann, Chair NEPEC 
Professor, UC Berkeley 
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Letter Report to the USGS Earthquake Hazards Program from the 
National Earthquake Prediction Evaluation Council (NEPEC), November 2020 

  
Background  
 
The USGS requested that the NEPEC prepare a letter report that responds to several questions 
posed by the Earthquake Hazard Program. This report is based on NEPEC discussions during a 
video-conference meeting on September 11, 2020. The following are our recommendations 
drawing on these discussions and in consideration of presentations by USGS scientists at the 
meeting, recent publications, and other related information provided by the USGS.  
 
Our primary focus was on the use and implementation of epidemic type aftershock (ETAS) 
forecasts which provide the likelihood of aftershocks in an evolving earthquake sequence.  
Earthquake probabilities and hazard maps from ETAS models can be used by emergency 
managers and major infrastructure operators to guide safety and efficiency in their earthquake 
response, in addition to being of great interest to the general public as they experience an 
ongoing earthquake sequence. 
  
Questions and NEPEC Responses: 
 
1. The USGS welcomes comments relating to the plan for operational implementation of ETAS. 

 
The NEPEC was encouraged by the work that has been done to develop and evaluate the 
temporal-only ETAS model, as well as the temporal-plus-spatial ETAS model that 
incorporates a geographic estimate of the location of aftershocks constrained by empirical 
evidence. It is furthermore clear that the Operational Aftershock Forecasting (OAF) group 
has increasingly recognized that the simpler Reasenberg and Jones (RJ) model currently used 
is inadequate for complex sequences, and underpredicts the variability of aftershock 
forecasts.  The NEPEC encourages the USGS to move forward with replacing the operational 
RJ methodology with a fully operationalized temporal-only ETAS approach, and in the 
interim to use ETAS as appropriate on an ad-hoc basis for significant earthquakes for which 
realistic characterization of aftershock sequences is important.  The NEPEC does recognize 
that the wider range of outcomes in ETAS forecasts poses a challenge for effective 
communication.  Providing scenarios for sequences with and without large aftershocks or 
even a larger mainshock appears to be promising for differentiating between what is possible 
and what is expected. 

 
2. The USGS welcomes comments relating to current or potential aftershock forecast products. 

 
Current OAF products are tremendously useful for the public, key partners, and 
stakeholders.  The NEPEC encourages the OAF team to consider lowering the threshold 
magnitude for OAFs from 5 to 4.5 or lower, with the understanding that the team would not 
be expected to have hands-on involvement with forecasts following smaller events. As noted 
above, we encourage further development of the scenario approach on an ad hoc basis.  
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3. The USGS welcomes comments relating to spatial (map-based) aftershock forecasting. 

 
The NEPEC recommends that the USGS move forward with implementation of spatial 
ETAS, a model that incorporates well-established empirical rules for aftershocks, including 
their rate of decay with time, their distance decay away from a mainshock, and the capability 
for every aftershock to itself be a "parent" to subsequent "offspring" events.  This is a 
valuable and important enhancement. We recognize that more programmer support may be 
needed to fully implement such enhancements. A more complicated spatial approach, the 
fault-based UCERF3-ETAS model, is currently being used on an ad hoc basis following 
large earthquakes and events close to major faults. Initial results are promising, and the 
approach deserves further support and development.  Further testing will be needed to 
evaluate the performance of the method. 

 
4. Does the Council endorse the adoption by the USGS of the ensemble forecasts and/or the 

actuarial duration model for routine, manual, operational use for domestic swarm forecasts? 
 
The NEPEC is persuaded that, while the spatial ETAS model successfully incorporates well-
established empirical constraints for traditional foreshock-mainshock-aftershock sequences, 
neither RJ nor basic ETAS models are adequate to describe the behavior of seismic swarms, 
which are controlled by fundamentally different physics.  A relatively high number of 
foreshock sequences occur as swarms, and more comprehensive analysis of their distribution 
and association with subsequent larger earthquakes is warranted. Swarms are moreover 
common in a number of regions, including the Salton Trough near the southern San Andreas 
fault, that are of especially high concern. Thus, development of swarm models is a critical 
priority for future work.  The NEPEC is encouraged by the work done in recent years by the 
OAF team to develop and test swarm models, and strongly encourages further work in this 
direction.  The ensemble approach was only discussed in the context of swarm models; the 
NEPEC encourages further work in this direction as well. Experience from other fields 
suggests that, as a long-term goal, ensemble modeling is likely to improve the performance 
of all forecasts, not just for swarms. In the case of significant swarm occurrences, we 
encourage the continued ad hoc use of swarm models in short-term seismicity forecasts.  

 
5. The USGS welcomes comments on the coordination of forecasts and advisories in California. 

 
The NEPEC is encouraged by the close coordination between Cal-OES and the USGS OAF 
team during the 2020 Salton Sea swarm.  With the advent of OAF and its suite of products, 
the NEPEC is persuaded that expert opinion, as CEPEC has traditionally provided, has 
become less important. This acknowledges that the state of earthquake science does not allow 
scientists to go beyond statistical assessments of future earthquake likelihood, and OAF 
probabilities remain the best method to combine past behavior of the system into useful 
information. At the same time, the NEPEC recognizes the possibility that expert opinion 
could be needed, should out-of-the-ordinary signals be recorded. We recommend continued 
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close communications with CalOES, the California State Geologist and CEPEC to ensure an 
informed process when issuing hazard advisories.  
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Topics for in-depth discussion at future NEPEC meeting in early 2021: 
 

Additional topics mentioned in video conference: 
 
- Machine learning: Application to analysis of precursor candidates (seismicity 

patterns, multiple geophysical signals of transient behavior) 
- Development of visual products for improved communication of OAF 
- Consideration of the significance of b-value variations and their potential use as a 

forecasting tool  
 

From 2019 letter: 
a) Review a broad USGS strategic plan for earthquake rupture forecasts. 

 
This topic has been requested by USGS and is clearly an important topic for NEPEC to 

discuss. NEPEC recommends including discussion on how to move from OAF to continuous 
OEF, including both scientific and implementation aspects of such efforts. The strategic plan 
includes plans for OEF for US Territories, which will require consideration of related hazard 
models and maps.  

 
b) Observations of (precursory) transients, including recently proposed geodetic, 

gravity, EM, thermal, and seismicity anomalies in subduction zones and other 
environments.  
 

Thanks to a range of recent advances in observational capabilities, there have been a 
number of recent observations that warrant discussion in the context of their potential role as 
precursory transients. This includes deformation and seismicity preceding great megathrust 
ruptures in Chile and Japan and recognition that most large earthquakes in a number of plate 
boundary zones feature some foreshock activity. There have also been new insights gained 
from work on fluid-injection induced seismicity, associated slow slip and related triggering 
relationships. These topics warrant consideration by NEPEC in the context of possible 
implications for short-term forecasting.  

 
c) Results from testing of forecast methods at CSEP and elsewhere (including 

Coulomb stress).  
 

Various new forecasting methods have been developed, both in the US and 
internationally. These include new statistical methods and physics-based modeling 
approaches, as well as related ground-motion forecasting. It is timely for NEPEC to consider 
outcomes of recent tests by CSEP and their implications for earthquake forecasting.  

 


